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CAMP ONDESSONK
Annual Stewardship Report

MISSION

CORE VALUES

Exceptional outdoor and spiritual adventures
empowering kids of all ages

• Stewardship of God’s gifts
• Personal development and leadership
• Building community

VISION
Inspired by our Catholic tradition and
commitment to the growth of people and faith,
we will:
• Operate a world class camp in a spectacular
natural environment
• Inspire leadership, self-confidence and
lifelong learning
• Promote stewardship and appreciation of
God’s gifts
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• Adventure and fun
• Conscientious use of resources
• Honoring tradition and embracing innovation
• Respect for all
Camp Ondessonk is owned and operated by
the Catholic Diocese of Belleville, Ill. Christian
traditions and teachings guide the work of this
ministry. People of all faiths are encouraged and
welcome to enjoy Ondessonk.

Dear Camp Family,
The year 2020 will forever be ingrained in our minds and in our lives. It began
with high hopes. We were on track to serve more summer campers than Camp
Ondessonk has served since the early 1990s. Additionally, several new and
exciting summer programs were being planned. But unfortunately, as you
know, the year brought many challenges because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
We never could have anticipated the struggles that Camp faced in 2020,
much less the anxiety and fear experienced by many in our Camp Family.
We took one step at a time each and every day, and with God’s help and the
generosity and prayers from you, Camp managed to survive through a year of
unknowns.
Your steadfast dedication to Camp Ondessonk is immeasurable, and it is
deeply appreciated. Your financial support has been our source of hope, and
without it in 2020, Camp would not have survived. You are the heart and soul
of Camp Ondessonk!
While it will take some time, maybe years, to dig out of the financial stress
Camp experienced in 2020, be proud of the fact that together, and through
the grace of God, we will
continue to serve campers
of all ages for many years
to come.
With sincere appreciation,

Daniel W. King
Executive Director
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2020

in review

CAMP ONDESSONK AND THE PANDEMIC

“

The secret to change
is to focus all of your
energy not on fighting
the old, but on
building the new.
- Socrates

At the beginning of the pandemic, few of us thought the
timeline of this global tragedy would extend into 2021. Few
of us understood how impactful the threat would be on our
families, communities, and economy.
Even in those early days, Camp Ondessonk leadership
staff recognized that a major shift was coming and led
the organization to face the challenge by establishing
a Covid-19 Task Force in February of 2020. The group’s
objective was to create mitigation strategies for operations,
to identify and implement new revenue opportunities,
to develop communications initiatives, and to review
applicable reductions in expenses.

In late April of 2020, staff, volunteers, and campers began to realize the seriousness of the situation and
for the first time in 62 years, in order to preserve our legacy and our mission, Camp Ondessonk faced
the possibility of canceling the 2020 Summer Camp season. The notion was surreal, and the reality of
losing two-thirds of Camp’s annual operating budget began to set in with our Camp Family. The first three
sessions were canceled individually four weeks in advance of each session. Eventually, we made the tough
decision to cancel the remaining sessions. A week later, the State of Illinois announced that residential
summer camps would not be allowed to operate. We were hopeful for another outcome, but hindsight
indicates we made the right decision. Camper families were then given the option to either receive a
refund, defer payment to 2021, or donate the tuition back to Camp.
Although the majority of camper families requested refunds, 523 camper families deferred their funds
toward 2021 Summer Camp, and 320 camper families donated some or all of their summer camp tuition.
Thank you, families, for this kind consideration.
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Once the new reality became clear, volunteers and staff pivoted toward new revenue strategies.
Ondessonk Volunteers helped renovate the rooms in St Noel, and Ondessonk staff registered the facility
on Airbnb and VRBO to increase lodging. Camp staff introduced a new Summer program option entitled
“Family Camping for Camp O.” Families had access to an entire unit and enjoyed the beauty of Camp
Ondessonk. Camp also made unit camping available via the online platform Hipcamp. Still, these new
revenue sources were not enough to offset the financial loss of Summer Camp.
continued on page 5

Ondessonk staff began taking staggered furloughs in two-week segments so that payroll was reduced
while team members would still be able to balance the workload. The Development team launched
communication initiatives to inform constituents of the current financial status and to teach about ways
the Camp Family could help. The Ondessonk Family’s generosity was significant, with many large one-time
gifts, and 226 donors amplifying their contributions through Camp’s new monthly giving program, the
“Campfire Circle.”
The Finance team worked to secure two rounds of PPP (Paycheck Protection Program) funding. This
government support allowed Camp Ondessonk to maintain necessary staffing levels and prepare to serve
children for Summer Camp in 2021.
Our mitigation efforts and planning have
come far, and our efforts to shore up our
income in 2020 have led to an even closer
network of Camp Family members. We faced
a great challenge, and in the true spirit of
our mission we came together to serve.
Today, Camp Ondessonk leadership staff
continues to navigate this unprecedented
time, but our optimism toward the future
has never been stronger. We are very
grateful for the support we have received
through your gifts of time, talent, and
treasure. And as we travel the path toward
a successful 2021 Camp Season, we look
forward to seeing you soon, driving down
Camp’s road toward home.

Families participating in Camping for

Camp O

WE LOVE OUR 2020 FAMILY CAMPERS!
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2020

finances

INCOME

Tuition // 19%
Other // 32%

Retail // 2%
Contributions &
Grants // 47%

EXPENSES

Retail // 1%
Buildings &
Grounds // 15%

Marketing &
Development // 6%

Program
Administration // 19%
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Salaries &
Benefits // 59%

THANK YOU to our supporters!
For a complete list of donors and volunteers, visit our website

ONDESSONK BUILDERS
100+ volunteer hours

Kent Agne
Belinda Bauer
Stephen Belz
Patricia Egan
Jacquelyn Savage McKay

Kenneth Haas
Kyle Keserauskis
Mary Helen Whitright
Rheinecker
Stephen Rheinecker

Patricia Schneider
James Shively
James Stern
Joseph Werner
Timothy Werner

Cindy Wobbe
Scott Wobbe
Barb Sanner Woolard

ONDESSONK FOUNDERS
Gifts of $1000 & above

Damon & Elizabeth
Nimnicht Abaray
Douglas & Kate Albrecht
Edwin & Jean
Shadid Auffarth
Donald Banik &
Colleen Rost-Banik
Belinda Bauer
Beelman Ready Mix
Norbert Belz &
Karen Burnham-Belz
Leo Berger
Bluestem Properties, LLC
George Boatwright &
Nancy Newman
Alessa Brennan
Thom Brown
Will Brown
Steven & Teresa Bushong
Christopher Cahnovsky
Catholic Holy Family
Society Council
Catholic Service &
Ministry Appeal
Marty & Debra Coe
William & Macy
Cousineau Family
Zachariah & Elizabeth Condi
Ronald & Jan Courtney
James & Terri Dennis
Thomas & Marjorie
Vail Downey
Dennis & Wendy Dusek
Electromek Diagnostic
Systems

John & Shawn Faloon
Wade & Patricia Flake
Fort Russell
Management, LLC
Ronald & Mary Beth Fox
Laurie Frazier
Todd & Jamie Dover Gayer
Susanne Gray
Stephen Gude &
Peggy Feigl-Gude
Ann Hatch
Peggy Hausmann
Jeanie Reime Heller
James & Carol Henrichs
Brian & Kristy Herr
Evan Coulson &
Gabrielle Hodges
Louis Hodges
Larry Davis & Lucia Hodges
Mary Hogg
Matthew & Annette
Schefers Hohmann
Tyler Hohmann
Steve & Marita Hurst
Jacqueline Jablonski
Jansen Chevrolet
Keeley & Sons, Inc.
Kyle & Elizabeth Keserauskis
Molly Khedouri
Wayne & Carol
Nelson Klinger
Kyle & Emma O'Brien Klues
Robert & Roberta Knopke
Donald & Tina Koehler

Koerner Distributor, Inc
Thomas & Brandy Koory
Molly Kreidler
Julia Ladner
Jordan & Rebecca Lev
William & Sarah Linn
Tom & Lorelei Little
Whitney Long
Timothy Loughran
John Lowder
Ryan & Alicia Luechtefeld
Stephen & Mary Mahieu
Daniel & Nancy Martin
Daniel Martino & Lisa Hepp
Jamie & Christine McDougall
Jacquelyn Savage McKay
Frank & Michelle Nation
Drew & Allison Newgent
Scott & Courtney
Coe Ostrowski
Patrick & Meghan Pawlowski
Dennis Pepper
Kiel & Amanda Peregrin
Stephen Pierz &
Leslie Paulson
Jarrett Plettner
Prindable Insurance Agency
Jennifer Rheinecker
Ripples Project Foundation
Barbara Schmitt
Pat Schneider
Brian & Ursula
Piotrowski Sedlak

Joe & Elizabeth Sedlock
William & Suzanne Selby
James & Kathleen Shively
Lee Smith
John & Judy Sonderman
Shannon Sonderman
Joseph & Carolyn Spraul
James & Diana Stern
Terra Properties
Joseph McBryan
Kenneth & Debra Toohill
Paul & Sarah Trainor
Matt & Beth Unkraut
Drewes & Sarah
Van Der Bleek
Virginia Wellington
Cabot Foundation
Christopher & Maureen
Wangard
John & Amy Warren
Charles & Jean
Schwartz Weiss
Michael & Kathy Wenzel
Thomas Wilhelm
Michael & Judith
Blase Woodruff
Thomas Young
Cynthia Zelenka
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Reflections

on a summer without
summer campers

by Daniel W. King
I sometimes think of Camp Ondessonk as a living,
breathing organism. Like our staff, Camp itself needs
a rest when summer camp ends in August every
year. Covid interrupted the annual cycle with a year
of light duty. Not having campers was tough, but it
did allow Camp Ondessonk, our beloved 62-year-old
friend, an extended chance for peace and recovery.
Covid mitigation protocols and the outdoor spaces
of Camp allowed us to serve small family groups
during the summer of 2020. However, it was still
very quiet. No more were the joyful sounds of kids;
nor the noise generated by delivery trucks and the
PA system. The normal clanks and clatters of summer
camp were replaced by the relative silence of grazing
deer, yipping foxes, and scurrying groundhogs. I even
saw an adult bobcat cross my backyard on an early
morning in July, pausing just long enough to notice me
and fully confirm his identity.
Bobcats are good, by the way. They are indicative of a
healthy Southern Illinois forest. A few secluded places
within camp’s 983-acre property occasionally contain the
animals, but they are rarely seen because they generally
stay away from people.
In addition, 2020 was a good year for Camp
Ondessonk’s vegetation. Flowers bloomed in places
once trampled by boots and Chacos. For the first
time in 60 years, we occasionally mowed the area
between Tekakwitha’s cabins. Not a lawn, but grass,
nonetheless. Like bobcats, vegetation is good. Even
so, we anxiously await unseen bobcats and trampled
grass.
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FAMILY SHARES THE CAMP O TRADITION
THANKS TO YOUR GENEROSITY
by Lilly
The Ondessonk tradition is alive and well in my family! My mom and dad have been going to Camp
Ondessonk since they were campers in the 1980s. They kept going back because they were able to
experience so many new things while meeting people from all over the world. Even when their circle of
friends no longer attended, they kept retuning to one of their favorite places.
Both mom and dad eventually became summer staff in the 1990s, because they wanted to help others fall
in love with all that Camp Ondessonk offers. After getting married and having three children, our family
continued to visit Camp and we built memorable family time together along with experiencing awesome
activities. So, it’s no surprise that me and my brother and sister have been campers throughout the years,
trying different programs and learning new and challenging things.
As you can see, I have been going to Camp Ondessonk since I was a baby, and I was so excited for my first
summer as a Minicamp Explorer when I was eight. The scholarship support I received over the years made
such a difference. It was not always easy for my family to be able to send me to Camp because of such a
tight family budget.
My dad says that his job in Church Ministry is very rewarding, but it isn’t known for having a competitive
salary. While he truly enjoys the family-friendly work environment, there aren’t bonuses or overtime
pay that could provide the extras for us kids. In addition, my mom is disabled, so her income is fixed.
Receiving scholarship money meant that I could go to summer camp with my friends when otherwise it
would have been a financial strain on my parents.
Now, as a freshman in high school, social activities have been limited since the pandemic, so there is not
much opportunity for extra-curricular activities. I volunteer at the local Animal Protective League to give
back to my community, and because I love working with
animals. I definitely have a knack for finding lost pets
and helping them find forever homes!
With the lack of social activities this past year, I’m
really looking forward to going back to Camp this
summer. It will give me the chance to hike in the
woods again – my favorite thing to do at Camp! It is
my second home, and I have so many happy memories
of the people, the activities, and the beauty of nature.
Without Camp Ondessonk, I don’t know where I would
be. Camp has taught me how to respect and love the
nature around me, cherish the people that surround
me, and so much more!
Thank you for helping me gain life experiences that
only Camp Ondessonk can provide. Your support of
the Scholarship Fund has allowed me to grow in ways
that are immeasurable.
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Fournie

lodge renovation

AN EXERCISE IN PERSEVERANCE
Nearly a decade ago several motivated Ondessonk Friends, with the long-term future of Camp in mind,
began discussing the possibility of preserving Fournie Lodge as one of the historic buildings at
Camp Ondessonk.
The building, named in honor of Monsignor John T. Fournie, was Camp’s original administrative office.
Many summer camp counselors from the 1960s recall picking up their “credit cards” there – the equivalent
of a paycheck at the time. Through the mid-1990s Fournie Lodge was used to house Chaplains during
summer camp. Though it was occasionally repurposed during the next two decades as a nature lodge,
staff home, and Executive Director’s office, the sprawling structure fell into serious disrepair by the end of
the 2000s. Vacant and without purpose, Fournie Lodge seemed destined for demolition. The dedicated
group of volunteers mentioned above were determined to keep that from happening.
On an oppressively hot day in July 2011, Ray Hogan, a professional Home Inspector and Ondessonk
Friend, completed a thorough inspection of Fournie Lodge. His written report revealed serious problems
throughout. However, he stated that the building could be, “Buttoned-up from bottom to top,” and that
it was plausible that it could be saved and repurposed for guest lodging. By then, an idea was being
championed by those who wanted to preserve the origins of Camp along with the legacy of Monsignor
Fournie, a founder of Camp
Ondessonk and a significant
force in the East Saint Louis
Deanery and the Belleville
Diocese.
Plans solidified over the next
couple of years as Camp’s Board
of Directors got behind the
project and a group of volunteers
with ties to Father Fournie’s
Parish, St. Philip’s in East St.
Louis, began seeking financial
support for renovation.
When completed in Fall of
2021, Fournie Lodge, now ADA
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continued on page 11

Floor plan

compliant, will be among Camp’s school-year
guest lodging options. The goal to convert the
formerly vacant building into a cozy, familyand friends-oriented space that will generate
significant mission-supporting revenue for
decades to come, is nearly complete.
In 2020, several generous donations helped
push the project forward, including a major
gift from Tom Young. Additional funding is
still needed, as furnishing the building from
scratch will be rather expensive; even with the
Camp “magic” that often results in significant
savings. Volunteer Belinda Bauer is spearheading
the efforts to select and purchase new furniture
and appliances, kitchen items, and decorations, an
endeavor that will require approximately $12,000
to $15,000 in
donor giving.

Before

After

While the roll of project supporters is too long
to list here, several key Ondessonk Friends and
businesses deserve recognition for saving and
renovating Fournie Lodge. Joe Werner, a Fairview
Heights, Ill., area building contractor with strong
ties to St. Philip’s, has volunteered thousands of
project management and construction hours. Greg Baker, of Barnes Lumber in Harrisburg, Ill., has helped
minimize costs by charging significantly less for materials than other retailers. Rebel Insulation, a Belleville
area company owned by Camp Friends Bill and Jeanne Fritsch Dahlmann, donated insulation materials and
installation. Following the example set by his father’s many
contributions to Camp, Jim Lugge of Beloman Heating and
Cooling in Belleville pitched in by providing HVAC equipment.
Tom and Shari Smugala of StoneTree Fabrications in Cahokia,
Ill., are donating cabinetry for throughout the building. Finally,
Susie Rheinecker Schneider, Steve Rheinecker, Tip Belz, Kent
Agne, Tim Werner, Kyle Klues, John Davinroy, David Sheppard,
Mike & Nick Rheinecker, and a painting crew led by Patricia
Schneider, are some of the most active project volunteers to
date.
Since the venture’s inception, the volunteerism and in-kind
donations of those listed above have been additionally
supported by more than $40,000 in monetary donations to
the Fournie Lodge Renovation Project. Heepwah to those who
had the vision of preserving Camp’s heritage. Your relentless
work has saved one of Camp’s iconic buildings for future
generations! Camp Ondessonk’s mission to serve children and
adults is enabled by you.

Joe Werner
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Great Memories
compel philanthropy
and volunteerism

It was 1972, and Tom Smugala was a first-year camper. He went to
Holy Family School in Cahokia, but some friends from across the
train tracks, at St. Catherine, were going to Camp Ondessonk that
summer, and Tom thought it seemed like a great adventure.
He thought everything about Camp was incredible, but horseback
riding was always his favorite. While overnight hikes in the forest
were great experiences, the memory that is most outstanding was
the night of his Lodge initiation. Camp’s biggest impact on him
came during the years 2010 through 2015 when his son, Jordan,
and he went with school friends and their fathers to the Father/Son
weekends. They would fill the Chapel with all the boys on Saturday
nights for an inspirational and memorable time together.
Tom’s dad, Ed, was a skilled cabinet maker, who instilled the value
of quality and craft into Tom. “At first, I was terrible in the garage
trying to build like dad, but fortunately, I understood everything
about the business and took drafting classes to become valuable in
the office.” After college, Tom’s dad immediately found Tom a job.

“

I want as many
children as possible to
be able to share those
same experiences.
That’s why I always
look for ways to help.
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Tom’s dad passed in 2006. “He was an incredible man who
be-friended everyone. I am still blessed because of the
relationships my Father and Mother established,” said Tom.
Tom’s mom, Mary, is now 85 years old, and when the family
finishes their meal prayer at home and someone yells out
“Yayyyyy,” his mom helps with the response “God!”
Tom met his wife, Shari, at a company they both worked
for, and in Tom’s words, “she was heaven sent.” When
that company left town, they decided to start their own
business. At StoneTree Fabrications, the process is
designed to bring the same passion for artistry, accuracy,
and dependability that his dad employed.
Tom and Shari have three children, Samantha, Nicole, and
continued on page 13

Jordan, along with one grandchild, Maxwell, with another
grandchild due in May 2021. Only Jordan has inherited his
dad’s love of Camp Ondessonk, but Shari joined them on one
of their volunteer weekends having the privilege of boarding
at Garnier!
When a special project comes along at Ondessonk, Tom
is one of the first to volunteer his time, expertise, and
resources. In addition to donating items for Camp’s many
auctions, Tom’s and Shari’s company, StoneTree Fabrications,
donated vanities for the swimming area bath house,
cabinets for the Handicrafts Pavilion, and most recently all
the cabinets and shelving for the Fournie Lodge renovation.
Without their generosity, Camp would not have been able
to accomplish these projects so quickly and under budget.
Tom supports Camp both financially and through
volunteering because he and his son have shared such
beautiful, lifetime memories at Ondessonk. “I want as
many children as possible to be able to share those same
experiences. That’s why I always look for ways to help.” He
states, “There are so many strong volunteers and contributors who have done more than me, so it is hard
to take any recognition.”
“I have made many new friends at Ondessonk. When I was younger, sometimes Camp events would
separate me from my good friends only to allow me to be blessed in finding another good friend,” stated
Tom. Even now Tom has found new friends, appreciating shared experiences with Ranger Mike Jennings
and fellow volunteers Joe Werner and Belinda Bauer.
The Camp Ondessonk Family is truly special, making lifetime friends and experiencing unforgettable times
together. We salute Tom and Shari for their thoughtful generosity and volunteer time.
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2020

snapshots
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2020 CAMP ONDESSONK BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Tracy Beckham Phipps

Carrie Keller

PRESIDENT
Attorney
Sandberg, Phoenix, and Von Gontard, P.C.

Attorney
SmithAmundsen, LLC

Sara Simonin

Structural Design Engineer

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT/SECRETARY
Foundation Specialist
Enterprise Holdings Foundation

Retired Corporate Executive Assistant

Tip Belz

Kent Plotner

Kyle Klues

Jacquelyn Savage McKay

VICE PRESIDENT
Retired Electrician
IBEW – Local 309

Attorney
Heyl, Royster, Voelker, & Allen, P.C.

Thomas Young Sr.

Building Contractor
Joe Werner Construction

VICE PRESIDENT
Farrier, self-employed

Belinda Bauer

Retired Speech-Language Pathologist

Reverend Steven L. Beatty

Parish Pastor and Camp Ondessonk Chaplain
St. Kateri Tekakwitha Parish, Ridgway, Ill.

Katie Birge

Associate and Head of Platform
M25

Chris Cahnovsky

Regional Manager
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency

Joseph Werner

Ex Officio Trustees:
Most Reverend Edward K. Braxton,
Ph.D., S.T.D.
Bishop
Diocese of Belleville

Rev. Msgr. John W. McEvilly, V.G.
Vicar General / Moderator of Curia
Diocese of Belleville

Jonathan Birdsong

Superintendent of Schools
Diocese of Belleville

Sandy Eversole

Manager of Financial Planning
Mercy

Camp Ondessonk strives to meet the highest health and safety standards. We are proud to
be accredited by the American Camp Association. This accreditation means that Ondessonk
thoroughly reviews operational practices, seeks the wisdom of other camp professionals, and
continually makes improvements to comply with approximately 300 written standards. Only onefourth of the camps in the United States have earned this mark of distinction. In addition, our
on-site health center is managed by a team
of medical professionals, and Ondessonk’s
Equestrian Program is accredited by the
Certified Horsemanship Association.
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To support Camp Ondessonk visit - ONDESSONK.COM/GIVING

Camp Ondessonk
3760 Ondessonk Road
Ozark, IL 62972
Phone: (618) 695-2489
Email: camp@ondessonk.com
Website: www.Ondessonk.com

